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HRC216PDU
Incorporating many Honda features at a competitive price, the HRC216
lawnmower is the professional contractor’s perfect tool when looking for a
hard-working machine.
INTRODUCTION
BUILT TO LAST
Built with the serious contractor in mind, the Honda HRC216PDU lawnmower incorporates plenty of features and benefits that commercial operators
are after, and none of the unnecessary cosmetic ‘extras’ that some competitors offer.
The mower features a large, durable steel 21” cutting deck that’s built to last but is lightweight enough to push around all day. Deck guards also
extend along the sides to increase durability. What’s more, the front bumper provides protection to the deck, as well as a convenient tie-down
location. The front axles & the bumper together give added structural stability and durability.

DECADES OF HONDA TECHNOLOGY
The Honda HRC216PDU is powered by Honda’s impressive Four-Stroke GSV160 commercial engine; the lightest engine in its class. Features
include a cast iron cylinder sleeve, two-stage air filter, ball bearing supported crankshaft, electronic ignition and mechanical governor.
Of course, the GSV160 is a product of decades of Honda’s technological advancements. Honda is the world’s largest small engine manufacturer,
and for good reason; every engine is built with durability and reliability at its core.
Because of this Advanced Four-Stroke Technology, the HRC216 will run powerfully and quietly, with minimal fuel consumption. That’s not only a
benefit to the person pushing it, but also to the environment and future generations.

88-LITRE CATCHER
One HRC216PDU feature that’s impossible to miss is the whopping great big 88-litre catcher bag. Quite possibly the biggest push mower bag that
Honda’s ever offered in Australia, at that size you’ll dramatically cut down (no pun intended) the amount of stops you’ll make to empty the catcher.
What’s more, the HRC216 features Honda’s exclusive MicroCut® twin blade system. It offers you four cutting surfaces instead of two, resulting in
ultra fine clippings for superior mulching and bagging with every mow.
Tiny pieces mean up to even more clippings in every monster bag – saving you time and money!

REINFORCED HANDLEBARS
Given it’s a commercial machine, the HRC216PDU incorporates many high-quality parts as standard. One set of components that is sure to get a
work out is the heavy-duty reinforced handlebars. Featuring larger diameter 1” tubing and better supports, the handlebar height can also be
adjusted for user comfort and convenience.
The HRC216’s cables are also heavy duty, sealed and adjustable for maximum performance and durability. The fuel valve can also be shut off
manually for transport or storage, and provides maximum protection, even in the dustiest conditions. The outer foam can be repeatedly cleaned,
which extends the life of the air filter.
They’re little things, but they make the HRC216PDU the machine it is.

SPECS
SPECIFICATIONS
PRODUCT CODE

HRC216PDU

MOW SAFE TECHNOLOGY

Engine Brake

ENGINE

GSV160

ENGINE SPEC

OHV/OHC with cast iron Bore

START TYPE

Re-coil

AUTO CHOKE

No

SNORKEL

No

CHASSIS

Steel

CUTTING WIDTH

21" (533mm)

CUTTING HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT

4 Wheels

CUTTING HEIGHT RANGE

8 Stages

SELF PROPELLED

No

SPEEDS
WHEEL DIAMETER

230mm

GRASS CATCHER

Yes

CATCHER CAPACITY

88 Litres

FUEL TYPE

Unleaded

FUEL TANK CAPACITY

1.1 Litres

MULCHING CAPABILITY

Yes

REAR DISCHARGE
CAPABILITY

Yes

WASH PORT

No

RRP

$1099.00

'1710b192-110f-42b4-8b23-d73522a40624'
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